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Watch 1137 Ek Tera Saath, a Hindi film directed by Arshad Siddiqui and starring Pankaj Berry, Anubhav Dhir and Hritu
Dudani. About movie: The film itself was 200 percent. 1. It was a pleasure to work with Takshand, who above all is a very

respectful, patient, self-possessed and very positive person who knows how to listen. And in general, incredible charismatic,
open people gathered in this film. Someone is really a "nail in the shoe", someone needs to be very careful when listening to an
interlocutor. 2. While working on the project, we were mainly worried about what the director's view of the material should be.
Which view is correct and which is not. This is how I reasoned, imagining the movie in my head. In reality, after we looked at

all the materials, it turned out that the ratings of our films vary quite a lot. And, first of all, it concerns the perception of
dialogues. At some moments you want to strengthen the role of the foreground, and in some episodes the second plan is

generally not needed. As a result, ideas and solutions were not decided. 3. The film won 9 Filmfare Awards South for Best
Debut and Friendly Advice, as many as Random and Chess Machine. 4. The film collected several awards in the main

nominations and in the national category - Asian Film Award. 5. The film is based on a story by Krshota Singh, better known
under the pseudonym Kirsha Rajesh. (international popularity index: 18.06). Singh is known for his work in film and theater. In
particular, he is the author of the plays "A man with all rights, a woman with all duties", "The Ritual of Kali", etc. 6. The film

was screened at Indian Film Week in London, New York and Toronto. 7. Filming in India. 8. A positive film about a happy and
friendly family. nine.I'm going to look again. Reviews are very good: com/22881.html
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